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I apologise for the lateness of my review...!

The technique is supposed to be combining insitu analysis with TIMS, however the only
extraction from a thin section is baddeleyite from the Duluth gabbro that is subsequently
not analysed – why is this?. The authors indicate how much better this technique is
for characterizing the material before TIMS dating however they do not characterize
their material before TIMS dating. . . there is no chemical mapping, no idea of where
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the samples are taken from in the baddeleyite crystals, no real electron imaging which
seems strange when the authors indicate how crucial these techniques are before
TIMS measurements.

Also, the figures are not really helping the manuscript much. Figure 3 is not particularly
useful. It doesn’t show the differences between the extraction methods, nor the amount
of Pb in each sample, or the common Pb. It should highlight the scale difference
between the Heaman weighted mean data and yours as well. I would like to see a figure
relating each extraction technique with the common Pb or discordance or something
like that to show the potential impact of the tecniques on the data. I suspect that the
dataset isn’t really large enough to ascertain whether the extraction techniques have
an impact on common Pb etc, but the reader can’t tell from the current figures.

Just a final small point about the common Pb issues. This technique is designed to
extract well characterized pristine sections of baddeleyite grains, and therefore I guess
the extracted grain fragments/ areas of the phalaborwa crystals were chosen for their
general inclusion free nature? Can we assume that the high common Pb found in
some of the analysis is either from the handling associated with the extraction or from
the lab? Or from inclusions that weren’t identified prior to FIB extraction? The authors
should at least comment on this aspect of their data and explain how they corrected for
different sources of common Pb – if they expect sources other than just lab blank.

Line by line comments –

Line 46 – ∼0.1% 2s - change 2s to 2σ (or indicate what you mean by ’s’)

Line 55 – it is not true that grains can not be characterized prior to TIMS work. There
are plenty of papers which perform electron microscopy, trace element analysis by LA-
ICP-MS, oxygen isotopes etc before TIMS work on the same grains – See Farina et al.
2018 (EPSL), Barboni et al. 2018 (Science advances) for a couple of examples. There
are many labs, which routinely perform ‘insitu’ (in grain mounts) analysis before TIMS
dating. I believe you are referring only to the petrological context of grains, which is
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lost by making grain mounts. Also, the (Paquette et al. 2004) reference would be good
here.

Line 62 – Again the text is correct but a little misleading – TIMS dating can not remove
different fragments of grains or chose areas of grains to date, however the geochro-
nologist can break grains into fragments and date different zones of zircon grains for
example in Reimink et al. 2016 (Nature Geoscience) we chemically characterized zir-
con growth domains and then performed chemical abrasion on a lot of zircon crystals.
We re-measured the zircon fragments after chemical abrasion to identify the different
growth domains before TIMS U-Pb geochronology. Also in Gordon et al. 2010 (GSA
Bulletin) they broke zircon crystals into different domains before dating. I appreciate
that your technique is a significant advancement, but the historical literature should be
referenced.

Line 87 – you indicate that laser cutting would induce localized elemental fractionation
– would this be avoided by using a fempto second laser?

Line 125 – Heaman 2009, all of the ages in the Heaman 2009 study come from one
single baddeleyite megacryst, are the grains measured in this current work from the
same megacryst? It’s not exactly clear from what you say.

Line 127 – (58/68) – this needs correcting

Line 128 – I guess this is for the editors of the journal, but its likely that you don’t need
to explain the discordance calculation, if you want to do it, put the proper calculation.

Line 135 – This is slightly confusing wording for the readers and it is also related to
problems using discordance as a metric. You mention that 77% of the analyses by
Ibanez-Mejia are >1% discordant, but are the errors on these analysis overlapping
with the Concordia curve?

Line 187 – how did you measure mass fractionation for each cycle on the mass spec-
trometer if you didn’t use a double spike?
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Line 195 – I’m sure this doesn’t make a difference to the end results – but why did you
assume an average crystal Th/U of the magma since these crystals are not exactly
from “an average” magma composition.

Line 231 – you say that the effects of FIB extraction on U-Pb isotope systematics have
never been explored – what about atom probe analysis? (the lead author of this work
previously published a paper on baddeleyite U-Pb systematics on samples extracted
by FIB techniques and then measured on the atom probe)

Lines 236-238 – it would be much better to show graphically the results here rather than
explaining them. Ideally you would have a graph that shows age/discordance/common
Pb or some other metrics vs the different methods used. Currently it is not entirely
convincing that the extraction techniques do not induce some U-Pb disturbance.

Section 4.2 – isotopic heterogeneity in Phalaborwa baddeleyite. It is known that the
Phalaborwa baddeleyite grains contain some amount of Pb loss (and this may be en-
demic to baddeleyite in general – see Schaltegger and Davies 2018, Davis and Davis
2017). Therefore it seems a bit counter intuitive to use the U/Pb ratio of crystals to
discuss isotopic heterogeneity. Its not clear if your discussion here is related to Pb
loss or real age variation? I think this section needs to be reworded to make it more
clear in that regard. Also, the Phalaborwa baddeleyite is a reference material not a
standard (and you should refer to it as such throughout the paper). You also mention
some degree of “care” (line 263) that should be taken when doing small volume U-Pb
work on phalaborwa. What exactly do you mean by this? Do you have a recipe that
should be followed to ensure that the best measurements can be made – this would be
an interesting and useful addition to the paper.

Lines 269-281 – You cite the work of Davis and Davis 2017, which discusses alpha
recoil effects on baddeleyite ages. This current study could have been the perfect test
case for the idea of Davis and Davis since you could have dated at high precision
areas of baddeleyite crystals at the rim and at the centre of a large crystal. There
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are also some confusing sentences in this paragraph that should be corrected slightly.
For example, the last sentence says – “allowing the targeted extraction of centralized
regions which are unlikely to have lost Pb during an alpha recoil event” - the central
regions of grains will have experienced Pb redistribution due to alpha recoil, but will not
have lost Pb since adjacent areas will have ejected their Pb into the central region. I
think you mean that there will have been no alpha recoil ejection from the centre of the
grain.

Line 285 – add Rioux et al. 2010 (Contributions Mineralogy Petrology) here, you can
also add this in the introduction since it’s an important piece of work on baddeleyite
U-Pb geochronology

Lines 291 to 295 – the other reviewers raised concerns about the common Pb in some
of the analysis here and their questions adequately covered my concerns.

Lines 296-299 – this is because you are doing TIMS analysis – I’m not sure that it is
relevant to say that certain problems only associated with SIMS analysis are avoided
by this technique – you are not avoiding these problems because these problems are
not associated with your technique.
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